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GOOGLE STUDY EXPLORES THE 
MULTIPLE DIMENSIONS OF 
ATTENTION TO ADVERTISING

A study conducted by 
MediaScience with 
Google used a variety 
of measures to 
differentiate between 
high attention and 
inattention ads, 
ultimately proving 
that high attention 
ads can be predictive 
of sales and brand 
awareness. 
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PHASE 1 (2019) 

Presentation of 3-5 minute 
video ads 

20 filler ads throughout an hour 
of television watching


Induced two states to measure: 
high attention or inattention

Full Case STUDY
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PHASE 2 (2020) 

Participants watch 10 
Advertisements 


Baseline and threshold 
measures: Create classifications 
for attention or inattention

12 biometric signatures: Measure 
attention: heart rate, eye tracking, skin 
conductance, facial expression, EEG

The team collected physiological responses, self-reported surveys on attention, and 
additional brand metrics regarding memory and attitude.

FUTURE RESEARCH

Replication of the study in a distracted viewing environment 

This would promote the usefulness of the attention signatures as the 
distinctions between inattention and high attention would be starker.



Attention can be measured with experiments that manipulate the 
presence and frequency of creative devices and tactics seen in ads.

ANALYSIS

  Psychological data showed that the measures “could reliably  
discriminate our inattention ads from high attention ads.”

  High attention is indicative of headroom lift and ad effectiveness
  Appropriate signature to use may depend on the nature of the ad.



Some measures were more responsive to certain tactics than others, 
and the study supports the use of using a toolbox approach for 
further research because of the multidimensional nature of attention.

“In the real 
world, people 
are not close to 
paying full 
attention to 
advertising”

— Nicole 
Hartnett 
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https://www.mediasciencelabs.com/case-studies/google-study-explores-the-multiple-dimensions-of-attention-to-advertising/

